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Gamma-Phase Shifting in Awake Monkey Visual Cortex
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Gamma-bandsynchronization is abundant innervous systems.Typically, the strengthorprecisionof gamma-bandsynchronization is studied.
However, the precise phasewithwhich individual neurons are synchronized to the gamma-band rhythmmight have interesting consequences
fortheir impactonfurtherprocessingandforspiketiming-dependentplasticity.Therefore,weinvestigatedwhetherthespiketimesof individual
neurons shift systematically in the gamma cycle as a function of the neuronal activation strength.We found that stronger neuronal activation
leads to spikes earlier in the gammacycle, i.e., we observed gamma-phase shifting. Gamma-phase shifting occurred on very rapid timescales. It
was particularly pronounced for periods in which gamma-band synchronization was relatively weak and for neurons that were only weakly
coupled to the gammarhythm.Wesuggest that gamma-phase shifting is brought about by an interplaybetweenoverall excitation andgamma-
rhythmic synaptic input and has interesting consequences for neuronal coding, competition, and plasticity.
Introduction
Neuronal gamma-band synchronization has been found in several
different species, in many different brain structures, and under nu-
merous stimulation, motor, or cognitive conditions (Gray et al.,
1989; Bragin et al., 1995; Fries et al., 2001, 2008a; Brosch et al., 2002;
Pesaran et al., 2002; Schoffelen et al., 2005; Hoogenboom et al.,
2006). Correspondingly, gamma-band synchronization has been
implicated in several functions (Gray et al., 1989; Bragin et al.,
1995; Wehr and Laurent, 1996; Fries et al., 2001; Fell et al.,
2001; Pesaran et al., 2002; Buschman and Miller, 2007). Mod-
els that try to explain how gamma-band synchronization sub-
serves different functions typically focus on the precision or
strength of gamma-band synchronization (Singer and Gray,
1995; Engel et al., 2001; Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001; Bo¨rgers
and Kopell, 2008), but the phase of gamma-band synchroni-
zation might be another important aspect, as has been pro-
posed numerous times (Buzsa´ki and Chrobak, 1995; Maass
and Natschla¨ger, 1997; Bo¨rgers et al., 2005; Schneider et al.,
2006; Nikolic´, 2007; Fries et al., 2007; Tiesinga et al., 2008;
Quian Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009) but so far not yet demon-
strated (Ray et al., 2008).
Gamma-band synchronization within a local group of neu-
rons entails rhythmic inhibition through the local inhibitory in-
terneuron network (Csicsvari et al., 2003;Hasenstaub et al., 2005;
Vida et al., 2006; Buzsa´ki, 2006; Bartos et al., 2007; Morita et al.,
2008). The gamma-rhythmic inhibition constitutes a gamma cy-
cle that might impact neuronal processing (Fries et al., 2007).
Neurons that are strongly activated might spike early in the
gamma cycle, i.e., there might be gamma-phase shifting. The
spike phase in the gamma cycle would thereby provide an instan-
taneous analog representation of neuronal excitation. Gamma-
phase shifting could have important consequences, endowing
early spikes with enhanced impact on postsynaptic neurons
(Bo¨rgers et al., 2005; Bo¨rgers and Kopell, 2008) and with an en-
hanced chance to potentiate synapses through spike timing-
dependent plasticity (STDP) (Markram et al., 1997; Bi and Poo,
1998; Caporale andDan, 2008) (formore details, seeDiscussion).
Therefore, as a first step, we set out here to test whether
gamma-phase shifting exists in awake monkey visual cortex. We
recorded spikes and local field potentials (LFPs) simultaneously
from several electrodes in monkey primary visual cortex during
stimulation with gratings of different orientations. We found
strong evidence for gamma-phase shifting and some indication
that it is brought about by the interplay between overall neuronal
excitation and gamma-rhythmic synaptic input.
Materials andMethods
Experimental procedures. Experiments were performed on three adult
rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) and followed the guidelines of the
European Community for the care and use of laboratory animals (Euro-
pean Union Directive 86/609/EEC) with approval by the appropriate
local committee on animal welfare (Regierungspra¨sidium Hessen,
Darmstadt, Germany). After an initial training period, each monkey was
surgically implanted with a titanium bolt for stabilizing head position, a
scleral search coil for measuring eye position, and a titanium recording
chamber (internal diameter, 6 mm) that allowed microelectrode access
to primary visual cortexV1. The titaniumpieceswere fixed to the skull by
means of orthopedic screws (Synthes). All surgical procedures were con-
ducted under aseptic conditions with isoflurane anesthesia (Baxter) as-
sisted by a pressure-controlled ventilation unit (1.8 L/min N2O and 0.8
L/min O2; Julian unit; Dra¨ger Medical). Recordings were made from the
opercular region of V1 (receptive field centers: 2.0–5.0° of eccentricity)
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and, in some occasions, from the superior bank of the calcarine sulcus
(8.0–12.0° of eccentricity). Electrodes were inserted independently into
the cortex via transdural guide tubes (diameter: 300 m; Ehrhardt
So¨hne), assembled in a customized recording device (designed by one of
the authors, SN). This device comprised five precision hydraulic micro-
drives mounted onto an x–y stage (MO-95; Narishige), which was se-
cured onto the recording chamber by means of a threaded adapter,
providing high recording stability. Quartz-insulated tungsten–platinum
electrodes (diameter: 80m; Thomas Recording) with impedances from
0.3 to 1.0Mwere used to record simultaneously the extracellular activ-
ity from three to five sites. Spiking activity of small groups of neurons
[multiunit activity (MUA)] and the LFP were obtained by amplifying
(1000) and bandpass filtering (MUA: 0.7–6.0 kHz; LFP: 0.7–170 Hz)
the recorded signals using a customized 32 channel head stage and pre-
amplifier (head stage HST16o25; head stage and preamplifier from
Plexon). Additional 10 signal amplification was done by on-board am-
plifiers (E-series acquisition boards; National Instruments). The signals
were digitized and stored using a LabVIEW-based acquisition system
developed in our laboratory (SPASS, written by SN). Local field poten-
tials were acquired with a resolution of 1.0 ms. Spikes were detected by
amplitude thresholding, which was set interactively after online visual-
ization of the spike waveforms (typically 2 to 3 SDs above the noise).
Spike events and corresponding waveforms were sampled at 32 kHz, and
spike waveforms were recorded for a duration of 1.2 ms.
Visual stimulation. Stimuli were presented as movies at 100 or 120
frames per second using a standard graphical board (GeForce 6600-se-
ries; NVIDIA). The cathode ray tube monitor used for presentation
(CM813ET; Hitachi) was gamma corrected to produce a linear relationship
between output luminance and gray values and subtended a visual angle of
36° 28° (1024 768 pixels). At the beginning of each recording session,
receptive fields were mapped using an automatic procedure, in which a bar
was moved across the screen in 16 different directions (n 160 trials). Re-
ceptive field positionwas estimated from the globalmaximumof a response
matrix, at a resolution of6 min of arc. Subsequently, monkeys passively
vieweddrifting gratings during fixationof a small central fixation spot.Grat-
ings had spatial frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 cycles/° and velocities
ranging from0.5 to 3.0°/s. Grating drift directionswere generated randomly
from a total of 16 directions (steps of 22.5°). The stimuli were centered over
the receptive fields within a circular aperture of 8.0°. After the monkey
acquired fixation, there was a prestimulus baseline of 800–1000 ms after
which the stimulus was presented for a duration of 800–1500 ms. For the
present analysis, we used only data from this time period. If not mentioned
otherwise, we excluded the first 250 ms after stimulus onset because of re-
sponse onset transients.Monkeys were required to hold stable gaze for 3000
ms, during which additional test stimuli were shown (plaids composed of
two grating components) and to respond to a color change of the fixation
point. To obtain a reward, monkeys had to release the lever within 500 ms
after the color changeof the fixationpoint. Trialswere abortedwhen early or
late lever releases occurred or whenever fixation was interrupted and were
followedby ablank screenperiod. Eyepositionwasmonitored continuously
by a search coil system (DNI; Crist Instruments) with a temporal resolution
of 2 ms.
Spike sorting. Offline spike sorting was performed using principal com-
ponent analysis (Offline Sorter; Plexon). We used the following criteria to
include a single unit in our sample: it had to be well isolated from the mul-
tiunit (MUA) on at least one of the first two principal component analysis
scores of thewaveforms, its isolation had to be stable across time, and a clear
refractory period had to be visible in the interspike interval distribution.
Spike–LFP phase locking and spike phase analysis. Around each spike
recorded fromone electrode, a 150ms data segment of the LFPs recorded
onother electrodeswas cut out. Each LFPdata segmentwasmultiplied by
a Hanning window before Fourier transforming it, giving the spike-
triggered LFP spectrum, as follows:
Xi f   
t
T
wtXite
2jft, (1)
where xit is the time series of the LFP data segment around the spike i,
i 1,2 . . .,N, andw(t) theHanningwindow. The 150ms segment length
allowed a frequency resolution of 6.67 Hz. We averaged across the M
LFPs from the other electrodes (i.e., not the one on which the spike was
recorded) by the following:
X i f  
1
M m1
M Xi
m f 
Xim f 
, (2)
where X i( f ) is now a complex number. By means of Equation 2, the
magnitude of the spike-triggered LFP spectrum is ignored in the compu-
tation of the spike phase. The spike phase is now simply given by i 
arg(X i( f )). We measured phase consistency by means of the spike–LFP
phase-locking value, which is defined as follows:
P f    1
N i1
N X i f 
X i f 
. (3)
The spike–LFP phase-locking value is a biased measure with respect to
the number of spikes that are entered in the computation. Therefore, we
always entered the same fixed number of spikes into Equation 3 when we
compared between samples with a different number of elements. Fur-
thermore, we reduced the statistical variance of our spike–LFP phase-
locking value by means of a bootstrapping procedure. For every
repetition,we drew the fixed number of spikeswithout replacement from
all the spikes that were in the sample. For each bootstrapped sample
drawn, we determined the spike–LFP phase-locking value. Subsequently,
we averaged these spike–LFP phase-locking values across all boot-
strapped samples, giving our “unbiased” phase-locking value. The statis-
tical significance of the “biased” phase-locking value was assessed by
means of the Rayleigh test ( 0.001).
Relationship of spike phase and orientation.We investigatedwhether stim-
ulus orientation determines the spike phase in the gamma cycle. Nonpre-
ferred orientations typically have a small number of spikes that are only
weakly gamma-band phase locked. Thus, the estimate of their mean spike
phase suffers from high variance. To reduce this variance, at the potential
cost of a reduced effect size, we determined the four orientations with the
lowest firing rate andpooled these together as thenonpreferredorientations.
Similarly,wepooled together the twoorientationswith thehighest firing rate
together as thepreferredorientations.This ensured that both conditionshad
a sufficiently large number of spikes. In addition, we only included neurons
for which each condition contained30 spikes.
Relation between spike density and spike phase. To estimate neuronal
activation on short timescales, we determined for each individual spike
the density of temporally neighboring spikes by convolving the spike
trainwith aGaussian kernelwith a length of	125ms and an SDof 50ms.
Importantly, spike density is a linear predictor variable, whereas spike
phase is a circular variable. Hence, their relationship cannot be studied
properly with the standard linear regression model, because this model
minimizes a linear error term and not a circular one. To address the
linear–circular case, we used a linear–circular regression model (Fisher
and Lee, 1992). In this model, an arc-tangens link function maps the
linear predictor variable to the circle, giving the following model:
i    2  tan
1Xi i , (4)
where Xi, i  1,2 . . ., N, is the independent variable containing N data
points,  is the regression coefficient we wanted to estimate, and i is
described by a von Mises distribution VM(i,	). To determine the pa-
rameter set (, , 	), we maximized the likelihood as follows:
L  n log I	 	
i1
n
cos i 

 gXi, (5)
using an iterative least-squares algorithm. An SE of our regression parameter
wascomputed,andapvaluewasobtainedbycomparingthe tstatistic,asfollows:
T 
ˆ
varˆ, (6)
against the standardized normal distribution. To directly determine the
spike phases associated with different spike densities at the group level,
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we binned spike densities into nonoverlapping bins and calculated the
corresponding mean spike phases, averaged across all neurons, for every
bin. We only included neurons that had at least 30 spikes in every spike
density percentile. The relationship between spike density percentile and
spike phase was statistically quantified using linear–circular regression.
Relationship between strength of phase locking and gamma-phase shift-
ing. To quantify the relationship between the degree of gamma-phase
shifting and the strength of phase locking, we removed several potential
confounds from our data.
(1) An obvious confound is that weak and strong phase-locked neu-
rons might have different spike numbers. Therefore, we used the boot-
strapping bias-correction procedure as explained above, choosing a fixed
number (100) of spikes to determine our spike–LFP phase-locking value.
(2) A more complicated potential confound is that stronger gamma-
phase shifting will correspond to a higher dispersion of spike phases and
will thus result in a lower spike–LFP locking by definition. Therefore, we
introduced a new measure of phase locking, which measures the spike
dispersion relative to the estimated phase shift or, in other words, which
subtracts the phase shift and then estimates the phase locking as the
resultant length of residual error terms (Eq. 3). This new phase-locking
value is now calculated on the error terms as follows:
P f    1
N i1
N
exp j  i, (7)
where i is derived fromEquation 4. This procedure removed the shifting
mean phase in the gamma cycle from the data.
(3)Different animalsmight have different distributions of the strength
of spike-field phase locking. To normalize for this, we used a Z-score
standardization for our phase-locking values relative to the mean phase
locking within each animal.
After removing these potential confounds, we then sorted neurons
into weakly and strongly locked units by using a Z-score value of 0 as our
cutoff value. For these two groups, we calculated the corresponding
mean spike phases in the gamma cycle, averaged across all neurons. The
relationship between spike density percentile andmean phase was quan-
tified by means of linear–circular regression.
Relationship between LFP gamma-band power and phase shifting. We
obtained an indirect measure of the strength of gamma-rhythmic synap-
tic input by determining the gamma-band power of the spike-triggered
LFP spectra. We then used this gamma power to sort, for each neuron,
the trials into low-,medium-, and high-gamma trials.Within those three
groups of trials, we then determined the dependency of spike phase in the
gamma cycle on the spike density percentile. It is expected that trials with
a higher LFP gamma-band power will correspond to a higher degree of
gamma-band phase locking.
Results
In three monkeys (monkeys J, L, and N), we recorded a total of 106
visually responsive isolated single neurons (25 from monkey J, 23
frommonkey L, and 58 frommonkey N). The spikes of each of the
single units were then related to the average LFP recorded simulta-
neously fromseparate electrodes spacedat 1–3mmdistance.During
visual stimulation, these spike–LFPpairs showed clear phase locking
in the gamma-frequency band (Fig. 1). The gamma-frequency band
was different in the three monkeys, peaking at67 Hz inmonkey J
and40 Hz in monkeys L and N. These three bands are within the
range of gamma frequencies described in previous studies in mon-
keys (Friedman-Hill et al., 2000; Maldonado et al., 2000; Fries et al.,
2008a,b) andhumans (Hoogenboomet al., 2006;Wyart andTallon-
Baudry, 2008; Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2009). These monkey-
specific peak frequencies were used for further analyses, unless full
spectra are shown. Further analyses were restricted to those units
that showed significant gamma-band spike–LFP phase locking (62
of the 106 units).
Spikes could be locked to different phases of the gamma cycle.
Early phases occurred when the neuron was strongly activated
(example shown in Fig. 2A). Neuronal activation was strongly
determined by stimulus orientation. Correspondingly, stimulus
orientation determined spike phases in the gamma cycle. The
spikesof the exampleneuron(Fig. 2A,B) shifted from205.6	11.3°
Figure 1. Spike–LFP phase-locking spectra. A, Monkey J. Average spike–LFP phase-locking
value plotted as function of frequency. Shaded regions indicate 95% confidence intervals
around themean. A gamma-band peak is visible at67Hz.B, Monkey L. Same conventions as
in A. A gamma-band peak is visible at 40 Hz. C, Monkey N. Same conventions as in A.
A gamma-band peak is visible at40–53 Hz.
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[95% confidence interval (c.i.)] for the nonpreferred orientation
to 91.0 	11.3° (95% c.i.) for the preferred orientation. Such
orientation-dependent gamma-phase shifting was significant
across the population of neurons ( p 0.0027, two-sided paired-
sample sign test), although the orientation-dependent shift was
smaller in the average than in the example (Fig. 3). On average,
spikes shifted from 158.5	14.3° (95% c.i.) for nonpreferred ori-
entations to 137.22	17.9° (95% c.i.) for preferred orientations.
Neuronal activation was not only determined by stimulus ori-
entation but also by other factors. One such factor was the time
after stimulus onset. Stimulus onset typically induces initial
strong activation that then declines gradually. Furthermore, time
after stimulus onset determined the exact position of the drifting
grating over the receptive field of the recorded neuron. The cor-
responding dynamic modulations in neuronal activation modu-
lated the spike phase in the gamma cycle (Fig. 4).
The rapid dynamics visible in Figure 4 suggest that the spike
phase in the gamma cycle is determined by neuronal activation
on short timescales. To estimate neuronal activation on short
timescales, we determined for each individual spike the density of
temporally neighboring spikes by convolving the spike train with
a Gaussian kernel with an SD of 50 ms. The example neuron in
Figure 5A demonstrates that high spike densities led to early
(low) phases in the gamma cycle. This is evident in the negative
linear–circular regression slope. Negative slopes were observed
for the majority of neurons (80.65% negative slopes, of which
42% individually significant at   0.05) (Fig. 5B). The average
slope was 0.60 	0.13°/Hz of spike density ( p  1.8e06,
Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test). This finding was consistent formon-
key J (average slope:0.76	 0.21; average t statistic:1.6	 0.37;
p  2.6e04), monkey L (average slope: 0.48 	 0.14; average t
statistic: 1.65 	 0.69; p  0.01), and monkey N (average slope:
0.56 	 0.29; average t statistic: 0.76 	 0.28; p  0.01). The
dependence of spike phase on spike density was specific for the re-
spective gamma-frequency bands of the threemonkeys (Fig. 5C–E).
To directly determine the spike phases associated with differ-
ent spike densities, we binned spike densities and calculated the
corresponding mean spike phases in the gamma cycle, averaged
across all neurons. Those mean spike phases are shown as a func-
tion of the spike density percentile in Figure 6A. On average,
spikes shifted from 157.2 	 13.3° for the lowest spike density
percentile to 127.1	 17.8° for the highest spike density percen-
tile. This is reflected in a clear negative linear–circular regression
(regression slope, 0.37 	 0.10°/spike density percentile; p 
0.0010, two-sided t test).
Together, the results so far show that, within the gamma cycle,
spikes occur earlier when the neurons are more strongly acti-
vated. The overall neuronal excitation level appears to interact
with the gamma-rhythmic component of synaptic input such
that higher excitation levels surpass rhythmic membrane poten-
tial modulation earlier. If this model is correct, then one might
hypothesize that stronger rhythmic input constrains spike times
more, i.e., stronger rhythmic input might lead to less activation-
dependent shifting of spikes in the gamma cycle, because it might
focus the spikes on the peaks of the depolarization cycle. We
tested this hypothesis in three ways.
First, we testedwhether the amount of phase shifting is related
to the strength of rhythmic input in a given trial. We estimated
the strength of gamma-rhythmic synaptic input indirectly by de-
termining the gamma-band power of the LFP (Frost, 1967;
Figure 2. Match between stimulus orientation and neuronal orientation preference deter-
mines spike phase in the gamma cycle. A, B, Data from one example neuron. A, Firing rate as a
function of stimulus orientation. B, The black sine wave at the top and the sinusoidal gray
shading in the background illustrate the LFP gamma phase. The colored lines show spike den-
sities as a function of phase in the gamma cycle. The colors correspond to the colors used in the
firing rate panel on the left. All spike density curves are probability densities, normalized such
that themean value of each curve is 1/2 (bottom left calibration bar applies to all curves, and
curves are offset along the y-axis to correspond to A).
Figure 3. Population results for orientation-dependent phase shift. Scatter plot of mean
spikephase for the four least preferredorientations (x-axis) versusmean spikephase for the two
most preferred orientations ( y-axis). Every dot represents a single unit.
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Mitzdorf, 1985; Schroeder et al., 1995).We then used the gamma
power to sort, for each neuron, the trials into low-,medium-, and
high-gamma trials. Within those three groups of trials, we then
determined the dependence of spike phase in the gamma cycle on
the spike density percentile. Figure 6B shows that strong neuro-
nal activation shifted spike phases less during high compared
with low gamma-band power. Regression slopes were more neg-
ative during low gamma-band power than high gamma-band
power (two-sided paired-sign test, p 0.0396).
Second, we tested whether the activation-dependent phase
shift was larger when gamma-band power was very weak in the
absence of visual stimulation, during the fixation baseline. We
analyzed the baseline period and confirmed that the average spike
phase shift as a function of spike density was much larger during
the baseline than during visual stimulation (Fig. 6C) (7.72 	
3.0999°/spike density percentile; p 0.0064, two-sided t test).
Third, we used the fact that different neurons phase lock to the
gamma rhythm to widely varying degrees. This variation might
be attributable to either differences in how strongly a neuron is
targeted by gamma-rhythmic input or how responsive to this
input it is. We determined for each neuron how strongly it was,
on average, phase locked to the gamma rhythm. For this partic-
ular analysis, we used a phase-lockingmeasure that compensated
Figure 4. Temporal evolution of spike density and spike phase during the trial. A–C, Data
fromone example neuron.A, Spike density as a function of time after stimulus onset, calculated
in 250 ms rectangular windows. The fluctuations in spike density are predominantly driven by
theonset transient and thepositionof thedriftinggratingover the receptive field of theneuron.
B, Sameanalysis but for the spike phase in the gamma cycle. C, Samedata as inA andBbut now
showing spike phase directly as a function of spike density.
Figure5. The relationship between spike density and spike phase.A, Example neuron. Spike
phase in the gamma cycle plotted as a function of spike density. Colors represent normalized
density.B, Group result. Distribution of linear– circular phase-shift regression parameter across
neurons. Red bars indicate significant regression weights. Distribution is clearly skewed to the
left. C–E, Comparison of frequencies. Average t statistic of spike phase onto spike density re-
gression plotted as a function of frequency. For each monkey, gamma-phase shifting is most
significant in that monkey’s individual gamma-frequency band (compare with Fig. 1). Red
squares indicate significant mean t statistic values (two-sided t test).
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for the effects of phase shifting on phase locking by essentially
subtracting the estimated phase shift (for details, see Materials
and Methods). We then used this shift-corrected metric of
gamma-phase locking to sort neurons into weakly and strongly
locked units. Figure 6D shows that activation-dependent gamma-
phase shifts were much bigger in weakly (0.71	 0.16°/spike den-
sity percentile; p  6.55e06, two-sided t test) compared with
strongly gamma-locked units (0.10 	 0.125°/spike density per-
centile; p 0.21, two-sided t test).
Discussion
To summarize, we found that neurons spike earlier in the gamma
cycle of the LFP when they are more strongly activated, i.e., we
observed gamma-phase shifting. We observed gamma-phase
shifting first for different activation levels induced by different
stimulus orientations. It held true when the activation level
around each spike was estimated by the immediately surround-
ing spike density. We hypothesized that this gamma-phase shift-
ing is brought about by the interaction of varying excitation levels
with gamma-rhythmic synaptic input. In support of this, we
found that gamma-phase shiftingwas particularly strong (1) dur-
ing conditions when LFP gamma-band power was weak and (2)
for neurons that were only loosely locked to the gamma rhythm.
These latter results are consistent with the hypothesis that weak
phase shifting is caused by strong gamma-rhythmic synaptic in-
put, although the correlative evidence does not prove a causal
relation.
One potential concern is that the observed changes in spike
phase are trivial byproducts of changes in neuronal activation.
Neuronal activation is measured by determining postsynaptic
spike density, and increased spike numbers will reduce the vari-
ance of the phase estimate. However, spike number will not
affect the mean of the phase estimate. Increased neuronal ac-
tivation is also often associated with enhanced LFP power and
improved spike–LFP locking (Friedman-Hill et al., 2000; Frien
and Eckhorn, 2000; Frien et al., 2000), but the same reasoning
holds: whereas the variance of the phase estimate is affected,
the mean is not.
Another concern relates to the sorting of neurons into groups
withweak and strong gamma-band phase locking.We found that
neurons with weak locking shift more. It might be argued that
this finding reflects a circularity, because neurons that shift much
would have a low phase locking, by definition. We accounted for
this by first estimating the phase shift with a regression and then
determining the phase locking from the residual errors around
the shifting mean phase (for a more elaborate account, see Mate-
rials andMethods). Thereby, the shifting mean phase is removed
from the data before the phase locking is determined. Even with
this correction, low phase-locking was related to large phase
shifts.
Our findings complement the work on theta phase precession
in the hippocampus (O’Keefe andRecce, 1993;Mehta et al., 2002;
Harris et al., 2002) by demonstrating phase shifting for the
gamma-frequency band in the awake monkey visual cortex.
However, we emphasize one important difference: in hippocam-
pal theta-phase precession, as spikes shift to earlier phases, the
precision of theta-band synchronization decreases (Mehta et al.,
2002). In contrast, in visual cortical gamma-phase shifting, spikes
shift to earlier phases during stronger neuronal activation, and
this enhanced activation is typically correlated with an enhanced
precision of gamma-band synchronization (Friedman-Hill et al.,
2000; Frien and Eckhorn, 2000; Frien et al., 2000). The reason for
this discrepancy might be the more local generation of cortical
gamma compared with hippocampal theta (Buzsa´ki, 2006). The
theta-rhythmic inhibition that impinges on a given hippocampal
neuron stems, at least to a substantial part, from distant and/or
widespread neuronal networks (Buzsa´ki, 2002) whose activation
is relatively independent of the local network of the respective
neuron. Increased activation of the local network will therefore
lift excitation such that it exceeds inhibition not only earlier but
also longer in the theta cycle. Longer firing during the theta cycle
gives more spike dispersion relative to the theta cycle, i.e., less
precise spike–LFP theta phase locking. In contrast, the gamma-
rhythmic input that impinges on a given cortical neuron stems
predominantly from the local neuronal network whose activa-
tion is influenced and highly correlated with the activation of the
respective neuron. Thus, increased activation of the local net-
work will not only lift excitation, but it will also increase gamma
rhythmic input. This increased rhythmic input will constrain
neuronal spiking and thereby lead to stronger spike–LFP gamma
phase locking.
It should be noted that, in rat hippocampus, neuronal spiking
is locked not only to the theta rhythm but also to the gamma
rhythm (Bragin et al., 1995).One study described different classes
of hippocampal pyramidal cells that are locked to different phases
of the gamma cycle (Senior et al., 2008). These phases differ for
different phases of the theta rhythm, but the study did not inves-
tigate whether there is a systematic gamma-phase shifting.
Figure 6. Relationship between strength of rhythmic input and gamma-phase shifting.
A, Group result. Mean spike phase in gamma cycle averaged across all neurons plotted as a
function of spike density percentile. Filled region indicates 95% confidence intervals. B, Group
result. Relationship between spike density percentile and spike phase in gamma cycle for trials
with high power (red) versus trials with low power (blue). C, Mean spike phase in gamma cycle
during fixationbaselineperiod averagedacross all neurons plotted as a functionof spike density
percentile. Filled region indicates 95% confidence intervals. D, Relationship between spike
density percentile and spike phase in gamma cycle separate for neurons with strong phase
locking (red) versus weak phase locking (blue).
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One previous study investigated fine time shifts between
MUAs recorded from electrodes in primary visual cortex of anes-
thetized cats (Ko¨nig et al., 1995). Cats were stimulated with drift-
ing bars of varying orientation that activated different MUAs to
different degrees. Strongly driven MUAs fired few milliseconds
before weakly driven MUAs. These findings are consistent with
ours, but our present results extend them in several respects.
First, rather than relating two MUAs to each other, we related
isolated single neurons to the LFP. This latter approach is used for
the investigation of hippocampal theta-phase precession and
therebymakes the twophenomena comparable. Second, Ko¨nig et
al. studied the position of the central peak in cross-correlograms.
This demonstrates a lead or lag in time, but it does not establish a
frequency-specific phase shift, i.e., the earlier analysis could not
establish gamma-phase shifting. Third, the spectral specificity
attained through our approach enabled us to make a close link to
models of gamma-band synchronization that prominently entail
gamma-rhythmic inhibition (Bartos et al., 2007; Bo¨rgers and Ko-
pell, 2008; Morita et al., 2008). Finally, our data were obtained in
the awake monkey, demonstrating that gamma-phase shifting
exists in the awake state and in the best available invasive model
for the human brain.
One recent study investigated spike and LFP recordings from
awake monkey secondary somatosensory cortex during tactile
stimulation with varying levels of intensity (Ray et al., 2008). The
authors set out to test the hypothesis put forward by us previ-
ously, stating that stronger activation of cortical neurons should
lead to gamma-phase shifting (Fries et al., 2007). In short, the
study failed to find evidence for this hypothesis, but this failure is
most likely explained by a confound in the recorded signals. The
study used spikes and LFPs recorded through the same electrode.
The rapid extracellular potential fluctuations associated with ac-
tion potentials are spectrally broad and therefore contribute also
to the LFP. For this reason, previous studies that used spikes and
LFPs from the same electrode explicitly removed the spike con-
tribution to the LFP (Pesaran et al., 2002; Jacobs et al., 2007).
These spike contributions to the LFP rise with frequency with the
same spectral profile as the spectral energy that Ray et al. (2008)
take as gamma-band activity (their Fig. 4). Thus, the signal com-
ponents of the LFP, which Ray et al. consider to be gamma-band
activity, reflect the spike itself. They record the spike also in the
conventional way, i.e., through high-pass filtering and threshold-
ing, and find that these conventionally recorded spikes have a
fixed phase to their high-frequency LFP components. Because
both signals reflect the same spiking events, it is self-evident that
they do not shift relative to each other.
The potential consequences of gamma-phase shifting are at
least twofold (Fries et al., 2007). (1) Excitatory neurons will likely
have a bigger impact on their target neurons when they spike
early in the gamma cycle. Gamma-rhythmic output typically en-
trains neuronal target groups (Bo¨rgers and Kopell, 2008). Those
target groups are therefore undergoing rhythmic inhibition. This
rhythmic inhibition will affect inputs least that arrive particularly
early in the cycle. The precise arrival time of synaptic inputs
depends also on the conduction delays, which, for distant neuro-
nal groups, might be large relative to the phase shift. Therefore,
the detailed sequence of neuronal firing in two (distant) interact-
ing neuronal groups is an interesting issue for future research.
Regardless of the precise timing relation between synaptic inputs
and the phase of the ongoing gamma rhythm of the target group,
early input spikes are in the position to trigger additional inhibi-
tion in the target group that will in any case diminish the impact
of later spikes, thereby exerting a winner takes all mechanism.
(2) Activity-dependent changes of synaptic efficacy are sensitive
to the precise relative timing of presynaptic and postsynaptic
activity, a phenomenon that is called spike timing-dependent
plasticity (Markram et al., 1997; Bi and Poo, 1998; Caporale and
Dan, 2008). It has been proposed that STDPmight be enabled by
gamma-band synchronization because the latter focuses neuro-
nal activity in sufficiently short time windows (Wespatat et al.,
2004). However, simple cofiring of presynaptic and postsynaptic
neurons within short time windows does not lead to systematic
STDP. Rather, STDP requires that the presynaptic neuron is ei-
ther leading or lagging the postsynaptic neuron by a fewmillisec-
onds. This is achieved through gamma-phase shifting, because it
translates different neuronal activation levels into different spike
times during the gamma cycle. Intriguingly, during high-gamma
states, spikes shifted less. Such small shifts should lead tomaximal
synaptic changes, because STDP is stronger for shorter delays
between presynaptic and postsynaptic spiking. These predicted
consequences of gamma-phase shifting should in principle apply
to any two neuronal groups that are gamma-band synchronized,
whether they are located within the same or different brain areas/
structures (Womelsdorf et al., 2007).
To conclude, gamma-phase shifting is clearly present in awake
monkey V1. It will be an important target for future research to
test whether it leads to the predicted consequences. If so, gamma-
phase shifting could be a very important phenomenon given the
widespread occurrence of gamma-band synchronization in dif-
ferent species and brain regions and its relation to numerous
cognitive functions (Fries, 2009).
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